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The UK Construction industry is facing a fight for survival

Post 2008 
challenges
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▪ The financial stability of the sector was called 
into question with high profile bankruptcies 
including Carillion and Interserve.

▪ Low order levels and fierce competition put 
heavy pressure on margins.
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Green shoots 
emerge

▪ Increasing housing demand following Brexit 
related slowdown in 2016.   

▪ Saw 46% increase in Government infrastructure 
spending as a result of decision to invest in HS2, 
Thames Tideway and Hinckley Point C along with 
record funding in the strategic road network.  

▪ The new government seemed set to create a 
Construction boom.
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Coronavirus 
lockdown

▪ On 31 December 2019, the World Health 
Organisation’s China office heard the first reports 
of Coronavirus emergence.

▪ What started as an epidemic limited to China has 
now spread over 210 countries, infecting c. 3.1m 
and causing the deaths of over 200,000 people.

▪ At the time of writing this paper, over half of the 
world’s population, (c. 3.9bn) is currently in 
lockdown with the numbers increasing daily.
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Uncertain 
future

▪ OECD have forecast that this could have 
significant impact on the world economy. 

▪ Lack of clarity around government advice, staff 
absence and supply chain disruption has led to 
construction sites shutting.

▪ In March 2020, IHS Markit/CIPS UK Construction 
Total Activity Index slumped to its lowest level in 
11 years.

▪ Latest estimates predict up to 30% decline in 
GDP for the first quarter of 2020.
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Concerted action will need to be taken to address the thin margins, low cash and high debt levels making the sector highly su sceptible to 
economic shocks.

Sources: Worldometers, BBC, Euronews, Construction News, OECD

Notes: Figures true at the time of writing (29th March 2020)



Time is short and resources are finite; Whilst the industry needs to respond 
rapidly to the current situation it will also need to draw a longer term plan that 
alleviates the key concerns of all stakeholders
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Containment of COVID-19 and health and safety of citizens

Rapid economic revival and return to business as usual

Avoidance  / minimisation of job losses

Health and safety of self and family

Job preservation

Support to family 

Project Delay management

Cost control
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Employees

Customers

Government

Other Suppliers 
(e.g. insurance 
providers, lenders)

Direct Suppliers / 
Sub-contractors

Longer term business model 
realignment to weak economic 
scenario

Stability and security of income

Health and safety of self and family

Job preservation

Mortgage payments and other costs

Health and safety

Support to employees and skil ls 
retention

Health and safety

Stability and security of own 
business. Liquidity concerns.

Other alternatives for income 
generation if construction industry 
fails to provide a stable source

Health and safety of employees 
and families

Employee sustenance

Health and  safety

Liquidity of debtors

Risk from cash injections / insurance

Avenues of growth to return to 
pre-COVID-19 revenue levels

Shareholder management

Longer term economic revival

Brexit management

Free trade agreements

Key considerations during the various phases of COVID-19 by industry stakeholder groups



Industry players have promptly initiated action to mitigate the impacts
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▪ Industry majors including but not limited to Morgan 
Sindall, Costain, Kier, Wates, Skanska and Mace have 
initiated mitigating actions to cut costs and preserve 
cash. These include:

▪ Staff Furloughs

▪ Pay cuts

▪ Deferment of VAT and PAYE taxes

▪ Drawing down on finance facilities and lines of credit

▪ The above measures are in expectation of the projects 
that cannot be continued in wake of the current crisis. 

▪ However the industry also expects deferrals and 
cancellations of new contracts.

▪ Should that be the case the industry will need another 
wave of actions to align to future demand and activity 
levels.

Sources: Construction News press releases
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4 Majority / all sites operational

Some sites are operational

Minority / all sites closed

Construction firms have adopted different approaches depending on the sector 
or build stage of projects

▪ As of 31st March, 1,945 sites across the UK have suspended work, 
amounting to 26 per cent of the UK’s total sites.

▪ A survey of a sample of construction major players highlighted different 
approaches to pause or continue projects.

▪ Government guidance on social distancing states that:

“people can travel to and from work, but only where 
their work cannot be done from home” 

▪ Furthermore, employers must ensure that employees at the workplace are 
following Public Health England advice:

“distancing of 2 metres (6ft) away from other people 
at all times” 

▪ In England, clients and contractors are determining on a case by case basis 
whether projects can continue. 

▪ In Scotland, the Government has drawn up a list detailing the requirements 
for project to be deemed essential, providing specific guidance.

▪ Until major construction companies get clarity on the criteria to decide 
continuity, along with the legal ramifications on contracts, careful 
engagement with clients will be required to agree a way forward.

▪ Detailed site reviews could help to support this by showing how work could 
continue through incremental adjustments and mitigating actions.
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Majority / all sites operational

Some sites are operational

Minority / all sites closed
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1
6

Majority / all sites operational

Some sites are operational

Minority / all sites closed
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Infrastructure Contractors

Building Contractors

Developers

Sources: Press releases and management surveys. 
Sources anonymised to maintain confidentiality

Figures shown depict number of businesses based 
on sample size



Three key factors will need to be considered to maintain support 
for ongoing work or for the projects that are restarted

▪ Health and safety requirements for 
tasks including multiple labourers 
could breach social distancing rules. 
Tasks that fall into this conflict 
would have to be re-designed.

▪ Access to suitable PPE has to be 
maintained. Current high demand 
for certain PPE in other sectors 
could impact supply to sites.

▪ Operations may be impacted by a 
substantial increase in sick rates 
among the workforce. Isolation 
rules must be enforced to prevent 
further spread across a site, 
meaning access to temporary 
labour pools will have to be 
maintained.
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Ensuring the health and safety 
of the Workforce
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▪ Factory and quarry closures along 
with disruptions in logistics will 
hinder supplies of materials. Critical, 
time bound elements of the 
programme such as concrete pours 
will need to be planned carefully 
with the supply chain to mitigate 
risk to work programmes.

▪ Stockpiling of materials can prevent 
future shortages however storage 
facilities and shelf lives will have to 
be accounted for. 

▪ Failure of a supplier or inability to 
deliver their required work 
package(s) could significantly 
impact programme and cause knock 
on effects to other projects that 
require the same capabilities.

Maintaining access to required 
materials and suppliers
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▪ Access to enterprise management 
systems, work management 
systems, design software etc. from 
remote locations will be key to 
maintaining continuity.

▪ Delays to project delivery are to be 
expected as employees adapt to 
more remote working to support on 
site work. Existing contractual 
commitments for ongoing projects 
would need to be amended 
between client and providers to 
prevent penalties where possible.

Access to support staff3



There will be some sites / projects where activities will not be able 
to continue and businesses will have to rely on relief measures
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Measures announced by governments

Furloughing direct staff – Coronavirus Job Retention Scheme 
(CJRS)

• All firms can access the UK Governments Furlough Scheme 
which covers 80% of staff wages up to £2,500. The current 
duration of the scheme is 3 months. 

Complexities around using government 
benefits to be considered 

• Reimbursements from HMRC are expected to start from end of April. 
HMRC are working hard to institute, but first payments may be erratic 
and there are likely to be some companies for whom this results in 
a cashflow challenge. 

• Can invoice financing arrangements expedite cash inflow?

Managing larger suppliers with revenues of greater than £45m -
Government COVID Corporate Finance Facility (CCFF)

• Firms with revenues greater than £45m can access the CCFF 
providing loans up to £1bn depending on credit rating and 
with a maximum 1 year maturity.

Suppliers with revenues less than £45m - Coronavirus Business 
Interruption Loan Scheme (CBILS)

• The CBILS supports SMEs with loans of up to £5 million. The 
government will also make a Business Interruption Payment 
to cover the first 12 months of interest payments. 

Individual contractors and self employed support scheme – Self 
Employment Income Support Scheme (SEISS)

• This scheme will allow self employed contractors to claim a 
taxable grant worth 80% of trading profits up to a maximum 
of £2,500 per month for the next 3 months.

• Contractors who do not have 3 year self employment history would not 
be able to access full benefits as per the current scheme. Further, 
typically contractors do not receive training on liaising with HMRC.

• Could the industry support them by providing training to make 
successful applications?

• A large number of companies have found that a lack of investment grade 
rating has been a barrier to applying for CCFF. To date the Government 
has not amended the rules sufficiently for most to overcome this. 

• Is there a further option to make the case for bespoke deals in case 
the longer term sustainability of the business is endangered?

• The scheme is available through commercial lenders. Loan greater than 
£250k will require a form of guarantee. This could be a blocker to 
construction SMEs with few assets and may a require personal 
guarantee from the owner(s).
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Undertake mitigation and scenario 
planning to ensure continuity of 
activities, including a critical path 

analysis to front-end the planning for 
resources and materials with longer 

lead times.

Evaluate the possibility of 
getting invoice financing 

through Government 
furlough scheme to expedite 

cash recovery.

Work with clients to 
undertake a pipeline review 

to identify upcoming 
projects that may be at risk 
of cancellation or deferral.

Identify those roles at risk and 
lost margin from cost 

retention because of current 
crises and apply for 

Government’s furlough 
scheme accordingly.

Identify the additional costs due 
to Heath & Safety and other 
issues and invoke change / 

variation requests in agreement 
with clients to mitigate excess 

costs.

Align staff levels to the 
expected future activity 
levels, consider ‘pay it 

forward’ initiatives to retail 
essential labour.

Apply for government’s CCFF 
scheme to get short term 

debt if necessary or consider 
bespoke Treasury financing 

deals.

Undertake a review of 
contracts to identify those 

that are affected and where 
work has stopped. Identify 

manpower that is not-
chargeable.

In the short term construction companies will need 
to focus on cash preservation and cost alignment

There are a raft of other measures that the businesses could deploy to reduce costs and preserve cash. 

Please visit: http://ftiinsights.com/business-hibernation-during-the-covid-19-pandemic/

Hibernate & Maintain The New Normal…Crisis

http://ftiinsights.com/business-hibernation-during-the-covid-19-pandemic/
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Should conditions worsen, then proactive crisis management can improve 
survival chances and contingency planning can mitigate the impact of insolvency
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- Proactive Crisis Management should be the reflex action 
given the low margins the industry experiences:

o It can create a runway to explore and implement 
longer lasting options.

o Strong management of cash will reduce the ask 
and build confidence with Banks and other 
stakeholders, reducing the risk of a dash for the 
exit triggering a collapse.

o Effective crisis management processes reduce 
management time involved in firefighting.

- Insolvencies in the construction sector (particularly of 
larger contractors), can have a domino effect on sub-
contractors. 

- Insolvency procedures of a construction company will 
typically result in the either automatic termination of its 
contracts or render the contracts terminable by 
counterparties:

o As a result, in the insolvency of a construction 
company, an orderly transition of contracts and 
employees to a competitor is the best outcome 
that can be achieved.
This does not generally result in any value for 
lenders or other creditors e.g. Carillion.

o Contingency planning in relation to potential sale 
of more attractive contracts / subsidiaries either 
prior to, or immediately following, an insolvency is 
therefore a better option to preserve value.

o Stakeholders (Banks, HMG for larger players) are 
likely to be supportive if contingency planning 
requirements are adhered with. 

Crisis Management Insolvency & Contingency Planning



Despite all measures, there will be lasting impacts on all areas 
of the industry with potentially dire financial implications
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Customers: Contract cancellations 
and future pipeline

Employees: Skill shortages Other suppliers: Increasing cost base 

▪ There is uncertainty over who will bear the 
additional costs of delays. Should the client 
have to bear this, it will severely limit 
client’s future spending abilities.

▪ The expected economic downturn will 
cause a reduction in capital investment and 
slowdown in the housing market.

▪ The Oil and Gas sector was already facing 
decline due to electrification of vehicles. It 
is now facing reduced demand and a price 
crash from oversupply. This will severely 
impact capital investment programmes.

▪ Government’s spending capacity may be 
limited due to increased borrowings from 
economic relief initiatives.

▪ The sector has already been facing a skills 
crisis due to low pay, high safety risk, 
unsociable hours and the general industry 
perception.

▪ Projects that have been halted may face 
delays in restarting due to employee 
furloughing and contractors being made 
redundant. 

▪ Additionally, the strong demand from the 
grocery retail sector may attract some of 
the labour force due to availability of job 
security and pay.

▪ Supply chain bankruptcies would reduce 
quality and investment across the industry 
as competition reduces.

▪ Bankruptcies or cutbacks in specialist 
sectors such as ground investigation may 
lead to reduced work taking place. This 
would lead to increased costs due from 
design rework or defects.

▪ The insurance market may contract further 
in response to increased future risk, raising 
the cost of professional indemnity 
premiums.

▪ Certain firms might incur higher debt 
financing costs due to weaker 
performance.

The current crisis will result in an 
economic downturn limiting the 

demand for construction services, 
resulting in reduced revenues.

An extended downturn might exacerbate 
skills shortages with skilled labour 

migrating to higher paying, more secure 
sectors of the economy.

An extended downturn will not only 
affect revenues but also increase costs, 

severely affecting margins.

Hibernate & Maintain The New Normal…Crisis
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Businesses with unsustainable leverage levels 
are at a high risk of bankruptcy

Firms at greatest risk of 
insolvency
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Net Leverage (2019) vs. EBITDA growth over last 5 years%

Sources: FTI analysis of Bloomberg and Debtwire data including financials for Top 200 
Construction services providers in Europe

▪ 7 of the top 200 European construction firms have high 
leverage and low or no EBITDA expansion to service 
increased debt levels. 

▪ These companies are at the greatest risk of insolvency 
as cash shortages will impact their ability to meet their 
obligations, both to suppliers and financiers.

▪ The firms that survive will need to demonstrate EBITDA 
expansion to mitigate higher costs. 

▪ This could be investment in technologies and measures 
that improve the overall efficiency and effectiveness of 
activities e.g. pre-fabrication of buildings, increased 
automation.

▪ In the short term construction business failures will lead 
to new contracts being available at lower costs.

▪ These will pose opportunities for companies who have 
weathered the storm though measures to conserve cash 
and align costs.

Hibernate & Maintain The New Normal…Crisis



Post COVID-19 it will be important for all businesses 
to identify and adjust to a “new normal”

Businesses will need to undertake 
a bottom-up review of cost and 
activity drivers to evaluate what 
should be the size and shape of the 
new operating model to deliver the 
new activity levels efficiently and 
effectively.
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Align to future 
activity levels

To offset higher debt as a result of 
the crisis, higher efficiency and 
profitability levels will be required. 
Businesses will come under 
pressure to deliver not just “the 
same for less” but potentially 
“more for less”.

A leaner, more 
efficient model

Supporting automation, AI and 
Digital driven work processes will 
drive improvements that will be 
key to delivering a more efficient 
operating model.

New Technology

The sector will experience an 
increase in disputes, claims and 
litigations over delay costs and 
cancellations. The businesses will 
need to prepare for these while also 
working proactively with clients to 
identify the right accountability over 
contract delays to recoup costs.

Increased Claims, 
Disputes and Litigations

Despite all available support and 
benefits, some businesses will 
perish. There may be distressed 
assets available for purchase and 
this could be a good opportunity 
for those businesses with cash 
availability and funding to maintain 
growth when the future pipeline 
appears challenged.

Distressed M&A

The new normal post COVID-19 
crisis will present companies with 
new opportunities. In order to take 
advantage of these however, 
suitable skills such as digital and 
communications will need to be 
captured and developed within the 
workforce and supply chain. 

Embracing the 
new normal 

What will the new normal look like and what steps are key players taking to ensure they are well positioned for it? 

Please visit: http://ftiinsights.com/the-new-normal/

http://ftiinsights.com/the-new-normal/


Conclusion
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▪ The Construction sector was already facing issues from over-competition and slow growth resulting in low margins and high 
vulnerability to economic shock.

▪ The historical performance of many construction businesses coupled with a weak economic environment have rendered their 
balance sheets weak. Now the ongoing Coronavirus crisis has severely impacted the ability of the businesses to continue 
operations. 

▪ Construction firms have responded by applying various criteria to arrive at the decisions to continue or pause projects.  If the
projects / sites are to continue operating, they will need to maintain access to skills and materials and access to support staff 
in addition to safeguarding Health and Safety of site based workforce and sub-contractors. 

▪ Despite all measures there will be some sites / projects where activities will not be able to continue and businesses will 
have to rely on relief schemes laid out by the government.

▪ In the short term construction companies will need to focus on cash preservation and cost alignment. Construction firms 
have promptly initiated mitigating actions by closing sites, furloughing staff and announcing pay cuts.

▪ Should conditions worsen, then proactive crisis management can improve the chances of survival and contingency planning 
can mitigate the impact of insolvency.

▪ Businesses with unsustainable leverage levels are at high risk of bankruptcy. Those that remain will need to find a new 
normal operating model to compete and survive.



Key Contacts: 

Useful links and contacts
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Is the construction 
industry ripe 
for a new operating 
model?

Business 
Hibernation during 
COVID-19 pandemic

Simon Granger

Senior Managing Director

Corporate Finance

Email: simon.granger@fticonsulting.com

Alastair Farr 

Senior Managing Director

Construction Services

Email: alastair.farr@fticonsulting.com

Oli Winton

Managing Director

Strategic Communications

Email: oliver.winton@fticonsulting.com

John Maloney

Senior Managing Director

Business Transformation Practice

Email: john.maloney@fticonsulting.com

Haradri Vyas 

Managing Director

Business Transformation Practice

Email: haradri.vyas@fticonsulting.com

Alistair Craig

Consultant

Business Transformation Practice

Email: alistair.craig@fticonsulting.com

Useful Links: 

The New Normal: 
How business 
could transform 
post COVID-19

https://www.fticonsulting-emea.com/~/media/Files/emea--files/insights/white-papers/construction-industry-ripe-for-new-operating-model.pdf
../Business-Hibernation-during-the-COVID-19-pandemic-30th-March-2020FV.pdf
mailto:John.Maloney@fticonsulting.com
mailto:alastair.farr@fticonsulting.com
mailto:oliver.winton@fticonsulting.com
mailto:haradri.vyas@fticonsulting.com
mailto:haradri.vyas@fticonsulting.com
mailto:John.Maloney@fticonsulting.com
http://ftiinsights.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/FTI-The-New-Normal-Final.pdf
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About FTI Consulting 
FTI Consulting is an independent global business advisory firm dedicated to helping organisations manage change, mitigate risk and resolve 

disputes: financial, legal, operational, political & regulatory, reputational and transactional. FTI Consulting professionals , located in all major 
business centres throughout the world, work closely with clients to anticipate, illuminate and overcome complex business chal lenges and 

opportunities. For more information, visit www.fticonsulting.com and connect with us on Twitter (@FTIConsulting), Facebook and 
LinkedIn.www.fticonsulting.com. The views expressed in any of the articles or other content hosted on this site are those of the author(s) 

and not necessarily the views of FTI Consulting, its management, its subsidiaries, its affiliates, or its other professionals .

https://www.fticonsulting-emea.com/

